DESIGN & ARCHITECT ASSISTANT
REF. NO. 1145

About us
Our company is a global lifestyle brand offering fresh and socially engaging accommodation platforms
and hospitality venues. Our vision is to become the world’s leading design-led hostel brand. We aim to
achieve this by offering a host of soulful social spaces, cultural events and a creative programme that
inspires guests and locals alike, all while providing affordable and safe accommodation in the centre of
the city.
If you are looking to start your career in hospitality and gain some office based experience in Sales then
your journey should start here. Help us to create an unforgettable experience. Be a part of Europe’s
fastest moving, ground breaking, hostel brand. Join us, be yourself

Number of employees
500+ Globally

Tasks
We are looking for a creative, hardworking and stress resistant person who is interested in hospitality
design and assisting the Development Project Manager in a 3 month Internship at Generator Hostels
Headquarter in London.
As part of the team, you will get to work on exciting international projects and take on a good amount
of responsibility.
Your tasks:










Creating moodboards and design concepts
Preparing first layouts
Searching loose furniture, materials, decorations etc.
Ordering samples
Requesting for quotes and preparing datasheets
Preparing cost estimations and calculations
Coordinating deliveries
Creating execution drawings
Assist to the project management

Skills needed
We expect:
 Well-founded education in interior design/ architecture,
 Very good CAD/ PC knowledge ( Vectorworks, Photoshop, Microsoft Office )
 Experience in project and execution planning- Ideally,
 Knowledge of color, material and lighting concepts
 Communicative, open-minded personality with a high sense of responsibility
 Very good knowledge of English in spoken and written, good knowledge of German,
French, spanish eligible
Duration of the internship
3-6 months
Office languages
e.g. English, German
Location
London

Financial support
£20 Subsistence Per Day to cover Travel Card & Lunch

Office hours
Monday-Friday 9am-6pm, 1 hour lunch break

